Chelation Therapy Trial Proves Chelation Works!!!
By Roy Heilbron MD
New Sub-study shows 50% reduction in mortality.
The Trial to Assess Chelation Therapy (TACT) presented amazing,
ground breaking results in the diabetic sub study at the recent American Heart
Association Meeting and published in Circulation. “The Effect of an EDTA-based
Chelation Regimen on Patients With Diabetes Mellitus and Prior Myocardial
Infarction in the Trial to Assess Chelation Therapy (TACT).”
TACT was a $31 million, 10 year, double blind, randomized, placebo
controlled, NIH sponsored, government study evaluating the efficacy and safety
of chelation therapy in post MI patients over 50 years old. Patients received 40
infusions of EDTA chelation or placebo on top of standard medical therapy of
aspirin, beta-blockers, ACEI, and statins. 633 (37%) of TACT patients had
diabetes.
An astounding 50% reduction in diabetic deaths was noted. Other results
all showed amazing results for chelation therapy. And amazingly safe. P=<0.001
(essentially zero, amazing, I’ve never seen such a low P value, ultra, highly
significant.)
Primary endpoint (death, reinfarction, stroke, coronary revascularization,
or hospitalization for angina) reduced 41%.
Also helped:
Death reduced 43%
MI reduced 52%
Coronary Revascularization: 32%
Hospitalization for Angina 38%
Secondary endpoints (cardiovascular death, reinfarction, or stroke) reduced 40%.
Cardiovascular death reduced 47%.
This is truly amazing. In all my years as a cardiologist, these are the most
amazing results I have ever seen.
A second sub study was presented evaluating high dose vitamins versus low
dose vitamins.
Overall 11% reduction in events
Death reduced 7%
MI reduced 5%
Stroke reduced 47%
Coronary revascularization reduced 16%
Hospitalization for angina reduced 37%
Secondary endpoint reduced 28%
Cardiovascular death reduced 20%
Congratulations to Drs. Lamas and Escolar as well as ACAM’s own Allan
Magaziner, co-author; ACAM and all the ACAM doctors who helped complete
this monumental study.
See the hit film on chelation, “Unleaded,” as well as the latest book, “Healing
Heart Disease with Chelation Therapy.” Our latest You Tubes are online, search
for Dr. Roy Heilbron MD.

